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Student participation in schools ideally means that students have an active rolein decisions about and the implementation of education policies and practices and of key issues that determine the nature of the world in which they live. 
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Student participation should involve activities that are valuable and make sense:to the participants: - This means students work on issues that they choose. The issues make sense to them and are valued by them.to the community: - The community values the issues and understands how student participation can add value to the community.academically: - The participation meets the academic or curriculum goals that schools are required to achieve.
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anti-bullying

fun

llaborating

        meeting genuine needs, that is, having a focus on 'real things'
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have a clear process about
 how to gather student views  so that all
students can have a say 

air

advocate for all 
the  students in the school so that many 
different voices are heard

consulted about and help 
develop school plans and priorities

have an impact or consequence that
extends beyond the classroom 

  SRC reports to staff and the principal 
and reports back to students 

activities provide opportunities for
planning, action and reflection 



meaningful 
 students including fun events

 actively invites the many diverse 
student groups  in the school
into decision-making processes 



student . The SRC

Where does your SRC fit?

The wellbeing of young people is increased when adults actively listen to their concerns and 
take their opinions seriously.
E

benefit

        news is students, staff and the community
should adult 

on the school website or through 
 

and student forums are held with
provided input into action teams.

STUDENTS INTER-SCHOOL
SRC



the effectiveness of school 
nearby 

        connect with youth and community in the local area
 for students

SRC 
SRC 

 



    State SRC Conference

student  and builds student leadership .
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The  actively asks for a range of student views within the school

kept

shared with students and staff

 well 'connected 'with students, staff and the comunity

inter-school 

The  knows who to talk to in order to get help with projects

Action planning



        Link the SRC actions with the school plans for the future
projects

        Use research to find out what people think and want, eg, 

s  s

regional support person

        Find out about individual staff skills and interests, eg expert at film editing
        Suggest ways to link SRC activities with learning, eg data analysis and Maths

writing SRC media releases and English
        Share , eg, 'This is what the students really think about...'

        Set up
, friendshio groups, eg, 'If we started an SRC, what should it look like?'

 'What should an SRc focus on?'
, record and pass on 

        Engage by asking views

        Ask the school community what areas they an SRC to focus on
school voice.



 Process to develop your SRC
 

(s)
region

nearby to find out about practices

, eg, benefits of involving students in school decision-making processes
        Have a look at the student leadership website - resources page 

          http://www.schools.nsw.edu.au/studentsupport/studleadsrc/resourcestaff/index.php
students and staff share effective practice

what they want from a student leadership group

Form a 
n SRC benefit the school

S for action

will  What might be the barriers?
?

will
will ,

advocacy, representation and 
will SRC 
will ?



_______________________________________________ SCHOOL



They may
SRC



effective their 



n inter-school, regional 

reflect on

other student groups, eg, , al

participation

s              such as student involvement in school decision-making processes, 
               school improvement projects and 'making school a place where
               students want to be '



 and in the region

 develop for the annual State SRC Conference

developing and implementing 

   and SCAT meeting

in the
.

Public schools conduct a range of leadership programs. 
Learning to be a leader through student leadership programs is one way to participate.        
As not everyone can be a school captain or a member of the Student Representative Council, 
there are many other ways to get involved and be part of the student voice.  These include:        
 
Student Action Teams   
Student Leadership in Primary Schools    
Student Leadership in Years 5-8     
Student Leadership in Secondary Schools    
Student Leadership Programs for Aboriginal Students    
 
Information about these and useful school resources are at www.schools.nsw.edu.au/src         
 
Each region has a nominated support person.
These staff help promote student leadership initiatives within the region. 

 
or email student.leadership@det.nsw.edu.au  
 



and format 
 

and school  
         school goals and  and the agreed role of the SRC  

It is important that s
 

should represent  

All provided with an opportunity a  

A fair
- A preliminary discussion about the difference between student service and popularity

     - The establishment of a clear timeline for the election process
          - A  for students  outline the 

               roles and responsibilities members
                    - C  to be invited to complete an EOI and provide information about themselves

              - School to determine and explain in simple terms the voting process and set up an appeals 
              process

                   - School to consider alternative ways of forming SRCs apart from elections, eg sharing roles. 

SRCs are encouraged to c  processe
 



and how 

 

regional support person
inter-school

.

 sample constitutions:

ground Intrer-School
Inter-School
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 without 
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RC will firstly elect its own

then 

distributing



SRC 
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er
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GROUND INTER-SCHOOL

 Group
 Group or Fairground SRC ISG

s

s

 To develop a BIG IDEA fro the annual state SRC 

           Conference

a replacement.

Group member

relevant .



Inter-School

Inter-School

s

 representative
e NSW SRC

ud

             representative
            SCAT develops





RAY INTER-SCHOOL

2.



E



public 





 

 
intended 

texts
or emails



 I declare this meeting of the SRC open.
. Are there any apologies?

Will someone move that the minutes be adopted?

It is moved that the cor respondence
be accepted.

Motion  , 



_________________________________



______________________________________



relevant,

shares informatio 
 

agreed



 areas you would like to develop or investigate or improve.

prioritise areas



✄



Remember, it's great to be a member of the SRC... but it's not just all about YOU 

... or the shiny badge!

SRC members have a duty to represent their peers. SRC members must listen, research 
issues and use the data to show that the SRC knows what it is on about. SRCs need to report 
back to their peers and report up to staff and community. It is therefore important that the 
SRC promotes its achievements and demonstrate that it is an effective group. 
 

When understand that the is advocating for them
 members have a clear responsibility to student

online communication

Try to make relevant to students
the value it adds f



agreed .





links the 
actions of the group with the school's 5 year plan. 

works side by side with students to find ways to connect
the actions of the SRC with





2012









        school education director

 of Parliament



Remember that the behaviour is the problem... not the actual person. 





following behaviours 













(iv)
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3 IDEAS

3 IDEAS

3 IDEAS

3 IDEAS

4 IDEAS

4 IDEAS

6 IDEAS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.







help design seating for the 

senior playground. 

   Describe the elements of the consultation and design process?

 

 

lbeing

The SRC at S wants to improve the school's 
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Planning to achieve goals Action planning







For further information and
useful resources, go to the
NSW Department of Education and
Communities'
student leadership website at
www.schools.nsw.edu.au/src


	srcguide2012 fully revised
	srcguide final pages 65-75
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student . The SRC


Where does your SRC fit?


benefit


        news is students, 
and updated regularly


should contacting
online or thriough 


and forums 
provided input into


.


STUDENTS INTER-SCHOOL
SRC







the effectiveness of 


        consider youth and community in the local area
 to students


SRC 
SRC 
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inter-school 


Action planning











 Process to develop your SRC
 


(s)
region


o


        Have a look at the student leadership website - resources page 
          http://www.schools.nsw.edu.au/studentsupport/studleadsrc/resourcestaff/index.php


students and staff share effective practice


what they want from a student leadership group


Form a 


S for action


will  What might be the barriers?
?


will
will 


will
will ?
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 I declare this meeting of the SRC open.
. Are there any apologies?


Will someone move that the minutes be adopted?


It is moved that the correspondence
be accepted.


Motion  , 
Making schools better for everyone Student Welfare,


Good Discipline and Effective Learning
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